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A: MATLAB There is no problem on the win 32 machine,but this version that is bundled with ROS is
not supportable by this version,and you should find some other v7.13 versions for ROS. Ask HN:
Algorithmic trading to mechanical systems integration? - mrmanio A business that operates in a
slightly different market is looking for an algorithmic trading service but doesn't want to go the
massive manual trading route. What would be the correct strategy? ====== jzawodn I'm guessing
you're talking about algo-driven hedge funds. I'm the founder of my hedge fund, and I'll tell you that
it's a total PITA. The human component is critical. There are a lot of semi-automated approaches to
fund management, but those often have a human controller behind the scenes. This allows the
human to "do research" and "make good calls." Many of those approaches also allow human review
of their trades during the day. At the end of the day, a human still has to consider how to trade as a
team. The only success I've ever seen in a human-free fund came when the fund manager is an
expert in the market. That is, a computer-literate human trading expert. That has a few advantages,
although the fund will often be much larger than a normal hedge fund. The combination of a
computer-literate expert and a larger fund lets the fund manager manage the market trendiness.
These types of funds really have a pool of managers that set their strategy and the fund manager
chooses which is best over the long run. ------ calebelston A few people in the trade, access to
someone with that research so you don't have to do it yourself, and the ability to buy and sell via the
exchanges is all the research and trading you would need. These types of funds are largely dealt
with by retired academics (whether through head hunter, networking, or recommendations). ------
mgkimsal as much as I love to throw out random answers, you might get more useful input/guidance
from looking for someone familiar with that space. ------ taprun I've worked on the other side of
algorithmic trading, namely trading algorithms for a hedge fund, and it
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